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Abstract. This study analyses the historical evolution of the urban and 

landscape systematization of Iaşi Union Piazza. The mistakes, both old 

and new, done in the piazza historical evolution and in its modern 

rehabilitation, have affected its urban and architectural importance and 

value.  Over time, negligence and errors have created visible physical 

consequences and subtle psycho-emotional effects.  
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Rezumat. Acest studiu analizează evoluŃia istorică a amenajărilor 

urbane şi peisagistice din PiaŃa Unirii Iaşi. Greşelile, atât cele vechi, 

cât şi cele noi, făcute de-a lungul evoluŃiei istorice, dar şi în reabilitarea 

modernă a pieŃei, i-au afectat importanŃa şi valoarea urbană şi 

arhitecturală.  De-a lungul timpului, neglijenŃele şi erorile au creat 

consecinŃe fizice vizibile şi subtile efecte psiho-emoŃionale. 

Cuvinte cheie: evoluŃie urbană, evoluŃie peisagistică, efecte istorice. 

INTRODUCTION 

Due to their multi-functionality, public sqares have become urban centers 

of great interest. Many of the functions accumulated over time are available today 

also. The squares can be urban spaces of public gathering, socializing, meeting, 

business, or daily circulation and promenade. In terms of ambiance, these spaces 

should have high class aesthetics, charged with magnetism, generating social 

cohesion and having an outstanding contribution in the field of leisure and daily 

comfort (Dascălu, 2006). 

MATERIAL AND METHOD 

Currently, in most of our cities, not just historical public spaces, but also those 
created a few decades ago, have been degraded, damaged, contaminated by 
parasitic buildings, becoming favourite utilities, or suffocated by the needs of 
excessive car traffic. In this serious situation, due to the disinterest of public 
authorities, we add the quite recent, negligent planning and rehabilitation of public 
spaces. Rehabilitations were done with many mistakes, with negative consequences, 
on physical and psycho-emotional level over the inhabitants. As a result, these areas 
have gradually lost real contact with residents. In this context, this study examines the 
historical development of urban facilities and landscape from Union Piazza of Iasi.  
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Union Piazza, an important public space of Iaşi, is considered the heart of 

the city even today, although the new civic center, created in seven post-war 

decades, inside the old historic heart of Iasi, tried to move the center of gravity of 

the urban area. Deciphering the old Iasi plans, drawn up by engineers Bayardi in 

1819, Rascheck in 1844 and Peytavin in 1857, we see that in the urban tissue of 

the area of Union Square there was an intersection of five streets, without a 

corresponding spatial expansion (Dascălu, 2012). Union Piazza appears later, 

crystallized as shape in the plan of engineer Bejan in 1897.  

Even before the advent of the square, the mentioned intersection of five 

streets was gaining fame because of both the commercial venue, created by shops 

where they sold products of  high class European ranking, and the presence of 

some hotels with spacious multifunction rooms, where restaurant halls housed 

theater performances, or major public gatherings. One of the leading venues, 

important meeting point for Iasi progressive intellectuals, was the Petre Bacalu 

Inn. The building is mentioned in the Peytavin plan, located at the intersection of 

Academy street with street Săulescu, across from future hotel building of Traian 

Hotel. Not incidentally, a famous event,  that sits an important foundation stone to 

Union Square, takes place in front of this inn. Protesters gather to celebrate the 

union in 1859, dancing Hora Unirii (Union Dance) for the first time in front of the 

inn (Şutu, 1923).  

The place where Hotel Traian and Union Square are located today, 

previously hosted the stalls of the lawyer Scarlat Pastia, mayor of Iaşi between 

1877 to 1879. Although trade was profitable, Pastia decided to demolish the stalls 

and build a theater. The theater project was refused by local autorities and he 

raised Hotel Traian, instead of the cultural edifice. The hotel was finished in 1882. 

Pastia entrusted Effel, the famous franch engineer, designing and building the 

hotel. Actual birth of Union Square takes place in 1897, when city officials decide 

to buy and demolish several buildings in front of the hotel Traian to open a public 

piazza. On the occasion of the completion of the plan of Iasi in 1897 by engineer 

Gr. Bejan, Union Square area is designed. This plan also set the path and 

alignment of the main streets of Iasi (Bogdan, 1997). The square was necessary 

both in the context of urban prestige already owned by the area and in context of 

the modernization of the city, by introducing electric lighting and electric trams. 

Between 1897 and 1900, the market area was disrupted by the setting of the first 

eletric tram line. In an old photograph (fig. 1) we notice that the market fronts had 

sidewalks for pedestrian traffic, the remaining space being treated as a large 

common area, which intersected pedestrians and vehicles - carriages, trams and 

cars emerging. Functions of pdestrian circulation and parking of vehicles was the 

main activities in the piazza environment. The vehicles circulation were a danger 

for pedestrians.  

The new emerged space of piazza attracted more people, becoming the 

favorite promenade of the social elite that, in the evenings, on the route from the 

Royal Court to Copou hill, stopped here to chat and do shopping. The square is 
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already becoming a multi-functional space: social meeting place, front parking for 

the carriages, a relaxation place in the summer at the restaurant terraces and cafés 

in the area. In a postcard before 1912 we notice, as a central point of interest in 

the middle of piazza, the presence of a decorative street lighting pole, sitting on a 

broad base, creating a pedestrian refuge (fig. 1). The area was still disturbed by 

the movement and parking of carriages. Despite the dysfunctions, the area was 

used extensively for both meetings, promenades and relaxation, but also for 

public gatherings. 

 
Fig. 1 - Union Square before 1912. Postcard collection of antiquarian D. Grumăzescu 

 

 
Fig. 2 - Union Square in 1930. Postcard collection of antiquarian D. Grumăzescu 

 

In 1912, in the Union Square, was erected a statue in memory of Alexandru 

Ioan Cuza, the creator of the Union, by the italian sculptor Raffaello Romanelli. 

From this moment on, the Union Square of Iasi overshadows all other squares, 

maintaining over time, until today, the position of “heart of the city”. The Union 

Monument is an important landmark of the city space, giving the market a spatial, 

symbolic and emblematic significance, that no other public space in Iasi will 

have. Photos after 1912 shows the square having more magnetism (fig. 2). We see 

obvious animation, residents who spend time chatting, having meetings and 

shopping, standing in the space because they had no public furniture for rest and 

recreation. Until 1944, the piazza is performing the same function space, 

perpetuated in time: pedestrian traffic, movement of vehicles (carriages, electric 
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trams and cars) vehicle parking area, space for events, festivals - cultural and 

socio-political, socializing place, business and friendly meetings, promenade, 

recreation area in the adjacent terraces, catering market, trading activities area. 

Bombing in 1944 severely affected the piazza, destroying group of 

buildings in front of the hotel Trajan and in front of the Mayor Hall (the former 

palace Cantacuzino-Paşcanu) to Cuza Voda street.  

After the war, city officials tried to restore the destroyed area, left vacant on 

the eastern side of the square. Postcards from 1949 and 1950 show the pleasant 

ambience of the area landscaped with vegetation and resting places. We notice 

from the images the care for aesthetic design of benches and of vegetation 

interspersed between resting places and the steps located in front of the green 

slope of the City Hall plateau. We emphasize that this is the first initiative, in 

Union Square history, dedicated to the creation of a harmonious ambient spaces 

for relaxation and rest, since, until now, this had been a completely neglected 

urban function. 

 
Fig. 3 - Renovation of Union Square. Image of Arhitectura R.P.R.,1963, nr. 4, p. 10-16 

 

 
Fig. 4 - Union Square in 1970. Postcard collection of antiquarian D. Grumăzescu 

 

In 1960 architects in Bucharest are called to renovate, to systematize the 

central Iasi (fig. 3). A modern ensemble is created, rather austere, of housing and 

social-cultural facilities (like the Union Hotel and Victoria Cinema Hall), all 
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combined with ample green lawn, without trees. The creation of this new urban 

center generated many demolitions of old historic setting buildings that resisted 

1944 bombing. In the pictures of 1965 and 1970, we can see a fairly broad 

deserted modern piazza (fig. 4). Of course, this ample space was specially created 

just for public communist events. The inhabitants are not tempted to gather, to 

stand in the square to socialize. No reason for that, because the urban space does 

not offer resting space with appropriate furniture, does not provide any space for 

refuge from the pedestrian traffic, no gray areas for socializing. Although the 

urban composition of the market is coherent and also has a certain elegance. But 

the main function of the piazza remains pedestrian traffic. Unfortunately this 

service is not safe, because the area of maximum interest, the decorative mosaic, 

telling the legend of Dragos Voda, was made of large slabs of highly polished 

marble, so highly dangerous in pedestrian traffic in the rain and snow. The rest of 

the square functions existed only theoretically as they were not supported 

practically by concrete urban furniture or landscape arrangements. 

In 2006, the Municipality initiated a project to rehabilitate the piazza. 

Primarily they wanted to eliminate car traffic and parking in front of the hotels 

Traian and Unirea, aggressively implemented over the time. This could be done 

by creating a system for both underground auto traffic and parking spaces. The 

intentions were not materialized due to lack of funds, so parking and auto 

circulation remained intact and even expanded (fig. 5). 

 
Fig. 5 - Union Square in 2011. Photo D.M. Dascalu 

 

What was done was just the repavement, creation of rainwater gutters, 

restoration of the monument and of decorative ponds, restoring of green spaces, 

furnishing the area with benches and adding public lighting poles. Unfortunately, 

before the execution was not done a judicious analysis of the existing situation in 

terms of comfort and quality of daily life, reparing the old mistakes. In the context 

of piazza gaps made in 1960, the rehabilitation should have covered the more 

pressing needs. The following are some of the most important issues that should 

have been addressed:   
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• for the safe pedestrian circulation the recreation of the „legendary mosaic” 

should have been done with anti-slippery material, but in fact the restauration 

added new areas of  glossy large surfaces;  in order to facilitate the movement in 

time of the rain and snow, plastic sleepers are placed together with damns created 

out of benches; it was also necessary the elimination of traffic and parking areas, 

but parking and auto circulation remained intact and even expanded. 

• resting spaces have not been created created with appropriate furniture, 

harmoniously integrated as shape, material and color; the urban aesthetics of the 

square is altereted by the presence of styles, shapes and materials, all dissonant; 

• there has been no judicious placement of street furniture, so as to provide an 

intimate relaxation; some banches were placed linearly, following only area of 

green spaces without creating pockets of rest, other banches were placed around 

the monument, preventing its admiring and photographing; 

• plant compositions were not aesthetically arranged creating shady places for 

rest, therefore the sunlight is excessive in the square; 

• the unity of urban composition created in 1960 was destroyed by eliminating the 

green space around the Union Statue;  only a small strange green surface was 

preserved nearby the monument; 

• slopes and drainage channels for rainwater were performed negligently, causing 

extensive paddles after rains hampering the circulation. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. Mistakes, both old and new, made along the historical development, but 

also in modern rehabilitation of the square affected the urban and architectural 

importance and value of Union Piazza in Iasi. 

2. Over time, omissions and errors created physical and subtle psycho-

emotional effects and consequences. 

3. However, the inhabitants are sentimental, they love and use this public 

space with joy, passing over the dicomfortable details. 
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